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•	Stop prying eyes

•	Keep your content rights and existing email accounts!  

•	Recall or destroy emails at any time

•	Military grade encryption keeps content secure



London, 12th September 2018, Siccura Safemail, a revolutionary new app, is launched today allowing users

to take back complete control of their emails and attachments thanks to a military grade, unique

encryption process from Sicurra, a simple-to-use solution that puts total control of your personal data

into your hands only.



Using blockchain and advanced data encryption, Siccura Safemail puts users back in the driving seat when

it comes to emails and attachments. Users can continue to use their existing email accounts such as

Gmail, Yahoo or Outlook and easily monitor and manage who can view, share, forward and even copy their

emails and attachments. They can also remotely recall messages and associated attached files at any time.





Developed in response to the volume and vulnerability of emails shared and stored every day, Siccura

Safemail is a simple to use application for consumers, that protects their privacy and gives them

complete ownership of everything they send, share and store. 



The team at Siccura passionately believes that digital privacy is more than a necessity; it is a right.

It has developed Siccura Safemail based on the idea that emails should be protected from the moment they

are created.  



The application gives users the ultimate in security for all emails as well as any files that are sent as

attachments. Uniquely, the Siccura Safemail also allows users to stop contacts from sharing, forwarding

or copying emails and attachments. It can also be used across multiple email accounts and devices. 



Unlike the majority of organisations, Siccura has a zero-knowledge policy. It does not store or harvest

users’ data for its benefit. Instead, the app harnesses a unique encryption and digital ‘key’

distribution process, based on pending UK patent application no. GB1720175.7, which combines a very high

level of security with an incredibly simple to use approach. 



Ajit Patel, founder of Siccura comments: “Email is now central to the smooth running of our lives from

office work to making a dinner reservation or keeping up with our family and friends. But every time you

open an email or click on a link you are creating a digital footprint and leaving a trail of data online

that says a lot about you - much of which is very personal. This trail can be easily followed and if

you’re not careful enough it can be used and manipulated. We want to empower people to take back

control of their digital lives. We strongly believe that digital privacy is a right, not a nice to have.

Now, with one application, you can take control of every email you send, share and store. 
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“Although it is powered by highly sophisticated technology, Siccura Safemail is incredibly simple to

use. Unlike other security solutions, you don’t need to change your email platform. We also don’t

agree that surrendering your privacy is the price you have to pay to take advantage of our services,

which is why users can access our services with complete anonymity. 



“You don’t need to be vulnerable when it comes to email, we urge everyone to take back control

today!”



To mark the launch, Siccura has compiled and released a free expert guide, to help equip people with the

knowledge to live a safer digital life. The guide outlines the different ways peoples’ emails are

vulnerable online and offers key advice and the steps to take to protect the privacy and security of your

online communications. 



The guide can be downloaded for free here.



The Siccura Safemail app can be downloaded via Google Play. Sign up for your free trial today at

https://r.siccura.com/?reffcode==rZUujI&t=2&app_id=6002



- ENDS - 





For more information contact Rebecca Dunstan or Eleanor Pinkerton at Westgate Communications,

Rebecca@westgatecomms.com or Eleanor@westgatecomms.com

Or on 01732 779 087



About Siccura Safemail 

Siccura Safemail is a ground-breaking new solution, which allows users to take back control of their

digital privacy. Developed in response to the volume and vulnerability of emails shared every day,

Siccura Safemail is a simple to use application for consumers that puts users in total control of every

email they send, share and store.

 

The team at Siccura passionately believes that digital privacy is more than a necessity; it is a right.

It has developed Siccura Safemail based on the idea that data should be protected from the moment it is

created, using blockchain and advanced data encryption technology. 



Siccura is an incredibly easy to use solution that offers: 



•	Ease of use – you don’t need a new email address to use Siccura Safemail and can continue to use

all your existing accounts across all devices with multiple resource protection.   

•	Content Rights Management – you retain the rights to all your content as by default there is no

ability for recipients to copy, forward or take screenshots of your emails or attachments. 

•	Total control – ‘Take Back’ and ‘Self-Destruct’ features allow you to recall messages and

delete emails once they’ve been sent.    

•	End to end encryption – a military grade, proprietary encryption process that sends encrypted

messages and keys separately makes it impossible for hackers or interceptors to access your emails.  
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•	Complete privacy – retain your privacy with a solution that makes your emails inaccessible or

meaningless to unauthorised viewers. 

•	Zero Knowledge – Siccura Safemail has a Zero Knowledge policy. It does not know who you are, or

view your images or videos. 

Siccura Safemail is part of the suite of Siccura consumer solutions, which include: 

•	Siccura Safephotos – to take back control of your photos and videos  

•	Siccura Safepass – to take back control of your passwords

•	Siccura Safecloud – to take back control of your cloud storage



Siccura also offers a business application, which takes a whole new approach to cyber security and allows

organisations to be in complete control of all data that is sent, shared or stored.



If security is something you value in your digital life, you can download a free trial of Siccura

Safemail on Google Play.
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